
Cafeteria checkout often involves long lines during peak hours. The 
hungry consumer waits impatiently while food gets cold, and an 
overworked cashier struggles to keep up with the rush-hour pace. 
The cafeteria or restaurant owner stands to improve efficiency and 
the customer experience with touchless checkout solutions.
Consumers are likely to reward such investments with increased patronage. Many 
consumers prefer contactless, grab-and-go services in retail settings, especially for 
payment. In the US, 61 percent of consumers surveyed prefer to buy from businesses 
that offer a contactless payment option, according to a report published by 
Restaurant Business.1 In a restaurant or food service environment, 45 percent prefer 
to forgo interacting with staff whenever possible, choosing to deploy their own 
smartphones not only for payment, but also to view the menu and place their orders.2

Cleanliness and sanitation are top concerns among diners, and interactive, touchless 
services can help reduce potential exposure to pathogens. Due to the COVID-19 
pandemic, those safety-enhancing measures have gained further popularity, as 
customers seek to avoid exposure both of themselves and their food.

Challenge: High accuracy and speed required for consumer 
acceptance
Touchless checkout is not entirely new, but most systems on the market are used 
only for packaged products that have barcodes, and those must be scanned by the 
consumer. This approach may not be practical in cafeterias or other environments 
where food is plated rather than packaged. For unpackaged items, as well as for 
hotel checkout desks and other facilities, a machine vision‒based system can offer a 
more efficient recognition function.

Further, machine vision‒based solutions support the surging consumer demand for 
touchless interfaces. That means any checkout solution must deliver a satisfactory 
experience—and consumers have high expectations. Despite the added complexity 
of visual recognition, consumers expect automated checkout systems to operate 
flawlessly in near-real time. They may be dissatisfied with a system that frequently 
misidentifies purchased items or takes more than a few seconds to respond.

The UST Vision Checkout solution recognizes purchased items, tallies up the total sale, and 
accepts payment—using only machine vision and voice commands. The touchless checkout 
solution is built on the Intel® Smart Edge software platform, which manages a virtualized 
network infrastructure and orchestrates the solution’s AI-enabled machine vision workloads.
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Solution: Touchless checkout kiosk responds 
to gestures in near-real time 
The UST Vision Checkout solution relies on machine learning, 
advanced speech recognition, and vision detection to create 
a quick, touchless checkout experience for consumers. UST 
conducted multiple pilots before launching the product 
commercially in 2021. The test sites included a chain of retail 
bakeries in Asia, a top-tier hotel group, a large corporate 
cafeteria in the US, and the in-store cafés of a worldwide retail 
chain. The UST Vision Checkout solution also integrates with 
a smart coffee vending machine that makes fresh espresso 
drinks to order. Customers can order and pay for coffee 
through an app—or interact with the coffee machine on-site—
and buy additional items along with the coffee, using voice and 
gestures at a UST Vision Checkout kiosk.

In those successful pilots, the checkout solution identified 
all products in five seconds or less, with 95 percent 
accuracy.3 The goal was to achieve 98 percent accuracy in 
product identification after six weeks of deployment under 
specified conditions.

The rapid, accurate response was supported by a unique 
product-training box (shown in Figure 1), where venue 
managers scan each stock-keeping unit (SKU) from all 
sides, on a rotating platform surrounded by cameras. The 
360-degree scans form a complete reference image that 
is stored for on-demand transmission to the UST Vision 
Checkout kiosk, along with unit pricing, a UPC, and other 
identifying information for each SKU. The comprehensive 
product data can also be integrated with inventory 
management and planning solutions at the store or chain level.

Product training typically takes less than five minutes per 
item, and image processing for the entire product line was 
completed within 48 hours in the pilot stage.

As an edge-based solution, UST Vision Checkout has the 
potential to reduce operating expenses while providing 
customers with a service that improves their experience. 
The retailer or restaurateur gains access to data and 
analyses pertaining to sales, pricing, and inventory, in online 
dashboards and downloadable reports.

How it works: Edge platform runs inference 
engine with 5G connectivity
Each kiosk runs as an edge device with its own inference 
engine, which communicates via a fast 5G connection to a 
secure gateway and a server either on-premises or in the 
cloud. The server hosts storage, administrative, and payment 
services in near-real time.

In the cafeteria setting, a customer places a food item on the 
checkout kiosk’s platform, where cameras and a scale identify 
and measure each SKU. The pilot system identified 100 
percent of the SKUs in five seconds or less, with 95 percent 
accuracy.3

The checkout interface concludes the sales process by 
responding to the customers’ spoken directions, which are 
interpreted by the system’s neural net speech recognition in 
a choice of languages. The customers’ hand movements also 
provide input via UST’s Leap Motion Controller, an optical 
sensor that tracks and interprets gestures. Other input devices 
include a scale for product purchases and a credit card scanner.

Future uses: Monitoring meal plans on campuses or  
in hospitals
Planned upgrades include a touchless payment option that is 
already being tested with the UST Vision Checkout solution’s 
smartphone app and an affiliate program at a chain of coffee 
shops. Other improvements are expected to increase the 
system’s efficiency in handling hot foods, wrapped foods, 
packaged salads, and beverage containers. UST expects the 
new solution to gain popularity in coffee shops, bakeries, 
airports, train stations, and other venues worldwide.

The UST Vision Checkout solution might also be adapted 
to manage patients’ food intake in hospitals or fulfill and 
monitor students’ meal plans at universities. Managerial data 
dashboards can include retail analytics, predictive orders 
influenced by seasons or day of the week, and customer traffic 
and behavioral analysis.
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Figure 1: A product-
training box performs 
a 360-degree scan of 
each SKU to create a 
reference image that 
accelerates product 
recognition at the 
checkout kiosk.

Figure 2: UST Vision Checkout includes sensors that identify 
each product by matching it to its corresponding image and other 
attributes that were acquired in the product box (see Figure 1). 
The product information is processed and stored on a server and 
accessed via a gateway by high-speed, 5G-capable connectivity.
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About UST
UST helps the world’s best companies succeed through 
digital transformation. Using a nimble, creative approach, 
we work together from start to finish to realize our clients’ 
vision for tomorrow. We deploy the right talent and tools 
to craft disruptive solutions and provide the resources 
and expertise to bring them to life.

ust.com

Learn more
Contact UST for more details about retail solutions. 

Intel Smart Edge 
Intel Smart Edge is a Kubernetes-based portfolio of edge-native 
software solutions that enable highly optimized edge platforms 
to manage applications and network functions across any 
network type. Smart Edge is provided in an open source version 
called Intel® Smart Edge Open—formerly Open Network Edge 
Services Software, or OpenNESS. Intel also offers a commercial 
version with added turnkey solutions and enhanced support 
models for faster time to market. UST Vision Checkout runs on 
the commercial version of Intel Smart Edge.
Explore Smart Edge ›

Intel® DevCloud for the Edge
Tune, test, and deploy AI on Intel® hardware, without the hardware. 
Intel DevCloud for the Edge gives developers access to the 
latest Intel hardware in an online sandbox running OpenVINO™ 
in a Jupyter Notebooks dev environment. Most of Intel’s edge 
software and middleware is online and ready for testing as well. 
Developers can build with Intel® components, code from scratch, 
or work with a point-and-click deep learning workbench.
Discover DevCloud ›

Intel® Distribution of OpenVINO™ toolkit
The Intel Distribution of OpenVINO toolkit is the development 
environment for deep learning inference on Intel hardware. It 
optimizes and converts models from all the major frameworks and 
gives developers a GStreamer-based toolset for creating inference 
pipelines.
Dig into OpenVINO ›

Learn more about Intel® technologies for smart retail at
intel.com/retail ›
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UST Vision Checkout features
• Self-checkout kiosk – Expedites customer purchases
• Screen for purchasing experience – Customer views steps 

and monitors purchases
• Item tray and weight scale – Calculates weight and quantity
• Camera vision technology – Scans and identifies items at 

point of sale
• Voice solutions and mobile control – Microphone, speaker, 

and motion controller for touchless transactions
• Payment device – Credit card reader, QR code scanner, and 

receipt printer
• Controlled gate access – For after-hours entry with app or 

credit card (optional)
• Interface apps – Manager app for status and database 

updates; customer app for access and payment
• 5G connectivity – Wi-Fi hotspot and high-speed, high-

bandwidth data transfer 

Intel® technologies
• Intel® Smart Edge Controller and Smart Edge MEC Edge Node
• Intel® Media SDK
• Intel® Distribution of OpenVINO™ toolkit
• Edge-computing AI accelerators, VPUs, and GPUs
• Intel® oneAPI Base Toolkit and IoT Toolkit
• Intel® Media Accelerator Reference Software
• Intel® Core™ processor-based UST Vision Checkout
• Intel® Xeon® processor-based edge servers

Intel® Smart Edge platform and workload consolidation

UST’s solution is built on the commercial version of the Intel 
Smart Edge platform, which manages the software-defined 
edge computing and virtualized premises network infrastructure 
while orchestrating UST Vision Checkout’s AI workloads.

Intel Smart Edge enables a virtualized network infrastructure, 
private wireless networks, and enterprise application workloads 
to be converged on a single edge platform at each venue. A chain 
of stores, cafeterias, or hotels can manage all their UST Vision 
Checkout kiosks centrally, consolidating the AI workloads for 
multiple vision-based checkout kiosks on a single edge server.

Intel Smart Edge is designed with a zero trust architecture 
to provide a highly secure on-premises edge platform, and 
operational management of the UST Vision Checkout AI 
workloads is simplified through centralized resource and 
service orchestration and provisioning.
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https://www.ust.com
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